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783553/202110/0 SR ED/QAM/RDSO/HQ Annexure

No. QAM/ISO-9001/Misc.
Date: 05.10.2021

Alternate Procedure for Capability Assessment, Prototype Inspection and Quality Audit arid
product inspection.

1. Preamble
1.1. The purpose of this document is to provide alternate procedures for remote

CCA/ quality audits/prototype/ product inspections where it is viable, taking
advantage of experience gained in remote inspections/CCA/audits with the
alternate procedure issuedon 23/02/2021.

1.2. As per the directives of Spl.DG, the previous procedure has been revised by
the committee formed by SpI.DG/VD vide letter no DG(Spl)/VD/Vendor
Policyj"l dated 16.07.2021 and revised optional alternative procedure shall
come into effect from the date advised by the competent authority or asper
provisions in RDSOapex ISOdocuments.

1.3. This following procedure may be followed by the directorates where the
vendor complies with the requirement of remote inspection and provides all
the undertakings and the respective directorate head finds it viable to
conduct the remote inspection as per the procedure.

•

2. General Outline of Procedure:
2.1. Capability Assessment:

The concerned vendor must give undertaking as specified in the annexure B
or C of the document as applicable and must arrange and provide all the
technical requirements for remot-e audit or remote inspection and send the
internal test record in advance and set the equipment as specified in the

procedures.
2.1.1.1. It may be desirable to depute a ROSOrepresentative to the firm. In case it is

not possible to depute Officers from design/item controlling Dtes, arising out
of Covid Pandemic, lack of suitable transport facilities/lockdown
restrictions/Quarantine requirements in various States/Cities and similar
exigencies and .also in cases where vendor desires remote inspection,
assistancecan be taken from following, in order of precedence:

2.1.1.2. Officer of Field offices of Quality Assurance Directorates having similar
expertise as the design/item controlling dte, as available,

2.1.1.3. Other officials of Field offices of Quality AssuranceDirectorates having similar
expertise as the design/item controlling dte, as available,

2.1.1.4. SSE/JEfrom concern design/item controlling dtes may be deputed to
accompany the Officers from the unit mentioned in point 2.1.1.1 above, to
the extent possible, keeping in view the importance and availability. Also,
online guidance can be given by the design/item controlling dte, if need be,
duly following the methodology given in para 3. Decision in this regard to be
taken by the head of the design/item controlling dte.

2.1.1.5. However, if visit is undertaken by other field officials of QA dtes or any other
deputed official, Online guidance by the design/item controlling dte shall be
mandatory, duly following the methodology given in para 3.
If it is not feasible to depute Officers/Other officials of field offices of QAdte,
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, online in~~~tion solely can be undertaken by the design/item controlling dte,
783553/2021/010 SR E96"~P/~~ methodology given in para 3. However, if considered

essential to depute Railway Official, assistance from PUs/ZRs/COREcan be
taken by the design/item controlling dte, during such online assessments.

2.1.1.7. In case of exigencies, the directorate head may decide to carry out the
remote inspection without deputing an RDSO/Railway representative and
depend solely on the image/ video / documents/ ITRto the satisfaction of the
directorate head.
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2.1.2. An undertaking to be taken from the firm regarding genuineness of the
information submitted, readiness for subsequent verification for the firm's
premises by the Official of Design/item controlling dte and readiness to face
the penal action, in caseany discrepancy in such verification is noticed, which
cannot be justified. Format for such an undertaking is enclosed as
Annexure-B.

2.1.3. For reporting of -the assessment, formats are laid down in respective ISO
documents to be followed.

2.2. Prototype Inspection:
2.2.1. In case Prototype Inspection has to be done at the officer level, procedure as

mentioned in para 2.1 above to be followed. However, information required
to be taken in advance from the firm can be decided by the respective dte .:

2.2.2. In case, Prototype Inspection can be carried out at Staff level and it is not
possible to depute the Staff of design/item controlling dte, assistanceof staff
from units mentioned in point 2.1.1.1 above can be taken and the same
procedure followed.

2.2.3. Procedure given in para 2.1 above can be followed by QA dtes also, if it does
not have field offices or it is not possible to depute Officer/ Staff from field
offices of QA dtes.

.
2.3. Quality Audits and Product Inspection

•
2.3.1. The Directorate head may also consider to use the procedure outlined in para

2.1 for carrying out the quality audit. For Quality Audit, in case suitable
officers cannot be deputed, the Quality audit can be done by deputing a
suitable supervisor on a case-to-casebasis depending on the criticality of the
audit. Decisions in this regard can be taken by the Directorate head.
The procedure outlined in para 2.1 can be followed for conducting Quality
Audits and inspections of products.

2.4. Sample drawal
2.4.1. Wherever there is requirement for the sample drawl during the Vendor

Registration/ Quality audit, existing procedure for sample selection in ISOto
be followed and the sample shall be picked up by ROSa official or at his
direction by the authorized person deputed for the same and the sample shall
be sealed and sent to the testing agency, as specified or decided by the
director in charge.

3. Methodology for Online Guidance/Assessment/Inspection
3.1. Firm to be asked to submit wil.lingnessfor online Assessment/Inspection and

confirmation about availability of following facilities for Online Assessment:
3.1.1. Internet connected standard High definition or full High-definition Video
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' 5 31 ·1 1 S ~1~A~with ~od resolution, or similar, and having facility of date/time/GPS
83 5 2021 0 0 R ETt1cattn"/~~~~~ the geo location facility is not available, then few photos

with mobile phone geo tagged photos can be sent at the time of sending
video recording by the firm.

3.1.2. Laptop (for video conferencing, duly connecting the Video Camerato it)
3.1.3. Good Internet Connection for Video Conferencing.
3.1.4. Adequate lighting for dear viewing of the facilities.
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3.2. After submitting confirmation, firm to be asked to nominate one Nodal
Official, with name and contact details, for coordinating the Online
Assessment/Inspection and submit video recording, with photographs, of
requisite details to be verified/inspected, as mentioned in Annexure-A. Such
Video recording/photographs to have clear visibility.

3.3.. Video Recording/photographs can be shared by the firm with Inspecting
Authority & ROSathrough any common large sizefile transfer app..

3.4. After receipt and scrutiny of the video recording/photographs, date(s) shall
be advised to the firm for visit of the Inspecting official and/ or Online
Assessment.

3.5. Ouring online inspection, the entire process to be video recorded and
snapshot of major facilities/documents to be taken, as feasible.

3.6. Entrance and neighborhood buildings/installations to be verified and snap
shots taken.

3.7. Adequate lighting during such online inspection to be ensured by the firm for
clear viewing through video camera.

3.8. After inspection, recording to be saved in a portable hard drive, with proper
cataloguing. However, such recordings need to be saved in a secure server of
Railtel/CRIS,for which necessaryarrangements shall be made by Telecomdte.

3.9. The sample shall be identified and sealed jointly and to be securely sent to
the testing lab asspecified or decided by the director in-charge.

4. Validity of the procedure:
The validity of the procedure shall be as per the provisions under approved provided
in ROSaspecification i under specific approval of the SpI.DG/VD.
The above-mentioned procedure may be adopted till further advice asan optional to
existiag procedure laid down in Apex ISOdocument, for the purpose of expediting
the Vendor registration /Prototype Inspection/Quality Audit process, which can be
reviewed basedon the COVI019situation and experience gained in the process.

Annexures: As above

-------------_ ..._--* * .* ------_ ..._----_ ...--.
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783553/2021/010 SR ED/QAM/RDSO/HQ Annexure-A
Information and facilities to be provided by the firm

for Online Assessment 1 Inspection
(Tobe submitted on the firm's letterhead, duly authenticated by authorized personnel)

1. The mandatory undertaking for remote inspection/assessment as per the format given in
annexures and all the relevant Quality control data and information as required for the item and

process of manufacturing.

2. Video recording of Virtual tour of the factory, including neighbourhood buildings/installations
front, left and right, factory premises starting from entrance gate, etc
Photographs of neighbourhood buildings/installations (front, left and right), Entrance Gate, all
main faCilities/documents, which need to be verified, with proper tagging.

3. Video recording and photographs showing sequence of manufacturing process, mspection and
quality control of components· etc, including lab, machines, factory premises of manufacturing

plant.

4. Availability and details of following facilities for online inspection:
a. Internet connected standard High definition or full High-definition Video Camera with good

resolution, or similar, and having facility of date/time/GPS location stamping (If the geo
location facility is not available, then few photos with mobile phone geo tagged photos
can be sent at the time of sending video recording by the firm)

b. Video conferencing arrangement with the provision to be able to display the desired
location of plant with full clearity within the reasonable time of the remote inspection

officer/team.
c. Good and stable Internet Connection for lag free Video Conferencing
d. Adequate lighting for clear viewing of the facilities

5. Details of Nodal Official for Coordinating the RDSO:

Name:
Designation:
Mobile Number:
EmaillD:

Signature: ··················
Date of Signature:
Name of Authorized signatory: .
Designation: .
Name of Firm: ······
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Annexure-B
783553/2021/0/0 SR E.D/QAM/RDSO/HQ

Format for Undertaking by the Firm for
Online Assessment/Quality Audit/ Prototype Inspection
(To be submitted on the firms' letterhead, duly authenticated by authorized person)

6. I hereby give willingness for Online Assessment (against Application 10 )/ Quality Audit of
my firm's premises located at address for remote capability assessment!
Quality audit / Prototype Inspection of the product manufactured by my firm (Strike
out whichever is not applicable).

7. I hereby certify and solemnly declare the genuineness of all video recordings, photographs,

documents, submitted by my firm.

8. I further declare the item/items which have been offered for Remote Inspection, have already
been tested and declared passed internal test checks and the details of internal checks are sent

in advance.

9. I also understand and agree that Online Assessment/Quality Audit!Prototype Inspection can be
accompanied by the presence of Railway personnel, authorized by RDSO.

10. I hereby certify and solemnly declare the genuineness of all video recordings, photographs,
documents, submitted by my firm.

11. If any discrepancy in the information provided by me in any form is found, RDSO reserves the
right to take penal action, including de-registration, against my firm, in accordance with para
4.2.4 of RDSO's ISO Document No: QO-D-B.1-11 Ver 1.7 or latest.

Signature:

Date of signature

Name of Authorized Signatory:

Name of Firm:
Address of Firm's premises proposed for registration:
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783553/2021/010 SR ED/QAM/RDSO/HQ An·.oexure-c

(Format for Undertaking by the Firm for Online Inspection of Product)

To,

Director General, ROSO,
Lucknow, 226011, UP.

Sub: Affidavit for participating in Online Inspection.
Ref.: My application for Product Inspection

12. I hereby give willingness for Online Inspection against my Inspection Request (PIMS reference
10: ) of the item/items manufactured by my firm MIs .

13. I hereby certify and solemnly declare the genuineness of all video recordings, photographs,
documents, submitted by my firm.

14. I further declare the item/items which have been offered for Remote Inspection, have already
been tested and declared passed internal test checks and the details of internal checks are sent

in advance.

15. I further understand that notwithstanding the ROSa remote inspection, I am fully responsible for
the quality, reliability, warranty and the item will be accepted by the Railways on my warranty.

16. If any discrepancy in the information provided by me in any form is found, ROSa rsssrves the
right to take penal action as per existing ROSa ISO documents.

17. I also understand and agree that Online Inspection can be accompanied by the presence of any
personnel deputed! authorized by RDSO.

18. I further indemnify the ROSa against any loss or damage caused due to the online inspection.

19. I agree to destroyl"mark unfit" if the item declared failed by ROSa official in the online inspection
so that the material cannot even be inadvertently supplied to Railways, as per the extent

procedures.

20. I further understand that all the procedures of placement of call onto the existing RDSO platform
and using existing procedure shall be followed. Digital Dispatch Memo and Inspection certificate
in Digital form shall be issued on the IREPS platform as per extent procedure.

21. It is clearly understood that notwithstanding progress of any activity by ROSa in this regard, the
final decision about the satisfaction of successful passing of the product or even the basic
viability of remote procedure in the specific case shall be decided by ROSa.

Signature: .
Date of Signature:
Name of Authorized Signatory: ..
Designation: .
Name of Firm: ..

-------_...--------- * * * -----------------
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